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Al Lateef 
 
G L I M P S E  O F  T H E  N A M E S  O F  A L L A H  –  S U N D AY  C L A S S  

INTRODUCTION 
 

When we live under the shade of Alhamdulillah we will find the life is very beautiful. Although the tests are 
difficult but Allah will make it easy for us. We say Alhamdulillah in times of happiness and in times of trial. 
We cannot be happy in life with material things as it is temporary (sometimes we have it and sometimes we 
don’t). The eternal thing is our connection with Allah. The belief (Iman) is how much we are connected with 
Allah. We need to connect with Allah every single moment of our life and the prayer is the peak of our 
connection with Allah. No one can interfere in our connection with Allah. We are learning the names of Allah 
to have strong connection with Allah. This is a big favor from Allah that He is teaching us His names and telling 
us how we should be connected with Allah. Knowing Allah Al Aleem we connect to Allah as He knows 
everything about us. We have no secrets from Him. Allah is aware when we go through a difficult situation in 
life. Knowing Allah Ar Rahman I need to always connect to His mercy and knowing Allah Ar Razzaq I need to 
always connect to him for provision as He is the Only one to provide. The more we know the names of Allah, 
the stronger connection we have with Allah. When we know about Allah then we act upon the knowledge by 
worshipping Him with feeling  

 

AL LATEEF 

Al Lateef  in Arabic language means kind. The opposite of  Lateef  is 
abrupt. 
All the humans love the kindness. Even the harsh people do not like harsh people. The nature of the human 
being is to be treated kindly. The children love kindness. If we are not kind to the children then even they will 
not be kind. Even as adult if we are not treated right it comes out of us. 

Allah is full of  kindness and no one is more kind than Him 
When we connect the name Al Lateef with Al Aleem. Allah knows all about us and what is suiting us. This is 
why the Day and Night does not come abruptly. The Day changes to night very subtly and vice versa as this is 
feasible for our bodies. The darkness merges slowly with the light thread by thread. Everything in Islam 
teaches us to be gentle. This is why even when we wake up someone we must wake them up very gently. 

Everything in the universe is so gentle. We see the seasons change gently. The summer does not change to 
winter abruptly.  Different regions have different temperature; some places have four season and other 
places have two seasons. This is because it suits the people living in the place 

Another example of Allah Al Lateef is the baby in the womb of the mother grows subtly from a Nutfa to 
Alaqa to Mudhga. And the baby is born as someone very gentle. Allah is the one to raise the baby gradually 
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in an adult. Allah is caring about us. Allah is Al Lateef even in the emotions He gives us. Allah gives feelings to 
the mother even before the child is born. 

Allah is Al Lateef in the way how the rain is sent from the sky. The rain comes very subtly and it turns the earth 
green gradually. Though Allah is able to make it in a blink of an eye but His action is very subtle. Allah is kind 
to even the animals, the plants, the mountains and everything on earth. Allah created the earth and skies 
gradually in six days.  

The name of Allah, Al Lateef comprises of two parts: 

1.Subtle in knowledge 
Allah knows exactly what we need. The provision comes to us very subtly. The bees produce the honey very 
gradually. In Paradise we have everything in abundance and as per our desire. Our Life on earth is a test 
and everything comes gradually.  

Even the knowledge comes to us very gradually. Allah knows exactly what kind of knowledge we need at 
what time. Allah is kind in dealing because Allah is so subtle in this knowledge. Allah knows all our secrets and 
mysteries so he knows exactly what is good for us.  All the decree that we go through is because Allah is kind 
to us.  Even we see people harsh, it is good for us as Allah is Al Lateef. Our test in life is with Allah. We are in 
this life to have a correct view of Allah.  Whatever situation we face whether good or bad, reflects the 
kindness of Allah.  Allah knows exactly what will reform us and He makes us go through the trial accordingly. 
Allah knows what we need, He knows what is our sickness, He knows what is our ability and He knows our 
situation in and out. No one can grasp or encompass Allah but Allah’s knowledge encompasses everyone. He 
knows if we are peace maker or we can to spread mischief. 

2.Subtle in Action 
Allah is taking action very subtly and gently. All movements in this life are out of Lutf Allah. We will see lutf 
Allah in every action in the universe of Allah. 

Allah brings the provision and guidance to us with Lutf. Allah, out of his kindness, brings us slowly towards 
guidance. Allah makes us to change gradually by bringing knowledge to us slowly. 

When we know Allah is Al Lateef we deal with the people gently.  We need to give excuses to the people 
and deal with them kindly. We should not look down on people. 

Allah is Lateef in Knowledge and Lateef in Action. Allah drives the provision and the knowledge to us very 
gently.  

In the story of Yusuf A.S we see how lateef is Allah. Allah put him from once decree to another in a subtle 
manner. He to be a minister of Egypt in a gentle manner. When he was with the treasures of Egypt and he 
saw the interpretation of his dream, he looked back at his life he saw Allah Al Lateef. We see Allah as Al 
Lateef when we see the full picture. When he was put in the well, It was kindness of Allah. When people sold 
him it was again kindness of Allah. And then when he was accused by the women it was again kindness of 
Allah as it resulted him to be in jail. Then when the prisoner who was released forgot to talk about him with 
the King, it was again Lutf Allah. This is because they could find him when the King’s dream could not be 
interpreted by anyone but Yusuf A.S. 

 


